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. .::S COMPLETION SCHEDULE
1969
	 September	 GC^^il^I
	 ^ove:;^bez
	 I	 D^c^ror
Week Beginning, 8	 15	 22	 29 6	 13	 20 27
	
3	 10	 17	 24	 1 8	 15	 22	 29
Cumulative Reticle Test i	
1 Ihardware	 (m)
,,
System Oscillator	 (n) Evaluation;	 installation depends
on delivery sc::edule* 9
New Reticle	 (k)
1
Depends on availability1of new photo-
I reduction equipment' i
Completion of star-plate-independent / 1
performance	 evaluation	 (h,	 m,	 p,	 t,	 y)
Characterization of operationalp
i 1	
^4j /
parameters	 (w,	 x ) C)
Scan superposition correction soft-
i "U
ware	 (c,	 t,	 A) I	 / f ^
x and y scale error correction
software
	
(f,	 j,	 1,	 m,	 B)
l
f
Image Classification Algorithm
(x,	 C) I H
'
!
1 a
Input/Output Routines	 (D, F, G) '/
^Wv
i
Integration,	 Debugging, Optimization
^I/of Software	 (E, H) !
v^
I Ln
Verification of Software (I)
I	 ^
Integration with 	 of MComputer	 I
System (J)
I	 I
Software Documentation (K) 	 / _	 Informal__
Conversion from Plate to Astronomic
	 1
System (L)	 1	 Faint Blue Star Study Task
1	 ^
I
1
(lower case letters — See performance chart; upper case letters -» See Software
Development outline)
• The s ystem may be used with existing equipment for all other tasks prior
to production processing.
;rote: The b::aded areas represent percentage of completion of tasks.
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^.D1. -r0]ect
August and Septc._ _:r, 1969
.: ,tomatce Stellar Droner :_otion `.easuring :Lachine
',ie major cffo- cs during this re porting period were in the software
area--^esitini.zg, ^ncocing, testing,	 a ;:; cugging programs.
The nature of the major software tasks is outlined --.. the technical
rancu:r. T.M ;564 - 15, enciLie.d, "r.utomatic proper ilOLion Survey
Performance Characteristics and Test Requirements," which is
....:_. ucd with this re. ort as Apperdi:^ A. The tasks described in this
morandum ar.+ grouped according co the sionific:;nce of the test results;
^..e Lesting anc- associated computer data reduc-ion programs ca-.-,
used t6 s_.tisfy the requirem`nts of several tasks. For example, tasks
3, 7, 9, and 15 are ^.il im?lemented by the reticle test built into the
scanner plus the associated data reduction program
The programs were written for the following tasks:
Task Number
	 Function
1 ar:d 6	 x motion of table between scans
2	 Measurement of prism wobble
7, 9, and 15 Measurement of reticle parameters
4	 Check hardware inter polation correction
5	 Verify x and y encoder counter operation
8	 Evaluate cumulative measurement accuracy of reticle
10 and 12
	 Evaluation of accuracy of measurement of calibrated
opaque dots
11 and 16
	 Evaluate variation of transit width detection with
prism face number
13	 Evaluate accuracy of measurement of star images
14	 Evaluate -feasibility of hardware rejection of
back—round grain detections
The above programs were operating at the time of the visit of
Dr.. N. G. roman and 1Ir. F. T;=te of NASA headcuarters on August 21, 1969.
The evaluations of the hardware performance for this conference and the
discussions at the conference revealed the need for additional
investiGations. The areas investigated were:
1^	 Cumulative accuracy of reticle measurement. The measurement Of the
bar _o b_r accuracy of the reticle is the evaluation labeled "Reticle
Test". The accuracy of the bar to bar measurements are within a
satisfactorily narrow range. This means chat measurements within a few
bars, such 1 as those encounted in transit width measurements, will have
an excellent accuracy. However, the accumulation of individual bar
errors car, give rise tj larder errors in the regions of the reticle
scan where successive bar to bar errors ar:: all of the same sign for
many bars.
1
0An additional measurement
	 been ceveloped to makc moderate range
measurements more accurate. This is a position iaoasurement of the total
number of coun-Ls of the interpolation councor between the first bar
scanned and the position to be measured. T:.e test of the effectiveness
of this technique is c::'-led the "cumulative reticle tes_" to distinguish
t from the "reticle. test". Work oL the software and hardware
implemei.cing this technique is under way.
2. Skew correction for orthogonality between x cxis and the moving
spot scar on the upper (original) star plate. This program defines and
applies the necessary coordinate transformation to the	 -measurements
made from the moving spot to produce tae ^.ctual measurements in the Y
direction on the upper star plate; similar corrections on the lower
(duplicate plate are made autocratically as a part of the process of
bringing the images of the "fixed" stars into coincidence by coordinate
transformation in the computer processing.
3. Revision of the image center and size calculation based on the
non-uniform scan grid produced by the rr-ism wobble. A total of six
new algorithms were considered in arriving at a revised algorithm.
Each algorithm was evaluated on t'.-_` basis of its accuracy and
efficiency in calculating the size and centroids of a pattern of sim-
ulated circular images. The algorithm selected gives exact values for
the locations of the centers of circular images and a graceful
degrc.:ation of image quality with encoding granularity, moderate
detection errors, and symmetrical buc non-circular images, The
computer time (and cost) for this algorithm is significantly less
costly than t.:e best estimator examined. The best estimator was
fount to be only slightly mere accurate.
On the basis of the simulation, it is concluded that in using the
most efficient algorithm referred to above, the errors introduced by
the algorithm are negligible and that the accuracy of image center
determination is data--and image quality limited. The performance
of this algorithmm, is currently being evaluated in the scanning of
the test pattern of opaque circular dots on the scanner.
4. The current effort is primarily devot--d to the determination of
the optimum machine operating condition. This effort has involved
three principal areas: (1) the determination and characterization o:
th.e state of optimum focus, (2) the parameterization of the machine's
detection capability in terms of threshold and grain rejec_ion width,
(3) the initial empirical ev-luation of several criteria for discriminatin g-
against non-stellar images. i. each of these three areas specific
emph_:sis has been placed on the repeatability of the various measurements
and procedures to insure repeatability have, where necessary, been imple-
menter.
1)
The focus settings arc most critical for the proper functioning
of the machine. Consequently, considerable study has been directed
toward optimizing the focus settings and recognizin g that a particular
str.te of the system, does indeed correspond to the state of opticu;7,
focu6.
The parameterization of the machine's detection capability has
involved the scanning of an "ideal" opaque-dot plate which contains
circular images whose diameters vary from 100 microns to 20 microns.
These dots are repeatedly scanned and, among other things, their
centroids and diameters are determined as a function of threshold and
grain rejection width. On the basis of these data it is possible to
evaluate the potential measuring accuracy of the machine for various
control settings. As before-, the repeatability of the measurements
has been stressed.
Besides determining the centroids and diameters of the opaque
dots, several other quantities which are related to the "circularity"
of the detected image are computed. These quantities provide a fire:
basis upon which to base a set of discrimination routines whose purpose
will be to eliminate from consideration--at the earliest possible moment--
those transits which belong to non- stellar images.
In support of these investigations, special software programs
have been developed. A special data unpacking routine developed for
investigation of the image center and size algorthm is in operation
and in the 4::-ocess of extension to permit its use in the characterization
of operational parameters. An investigation of tolerances appropriate
to the image classification algorithm is under development. An
additional program for implementing the selection of a reference X position
from the region of star plate X motion in which the encoder output a.s a
series of 5 micron scan to scan measurements is under development.
The program implementing the new image location and size algorithm
is operational.
Optimization of the image reconstruction computer routine has
been investigated and significant progress has been made in the
facilitation of this important process.
In the hardware logic area, the interpolation counter was redesigned
and fabricated to remove erratic operation at medium scanning speed.
Thy
 necessary changes in th, hardware logic to inplement the cumulative
reticle test have been carried out. Small anomalies in the logic
performance that appeared during the hardware evaluation activity were
corrected as they were discovered.
Documentation of the above changes is in progress. 	 .
Appendix B. appendix was
document the software activities at
of the ::eport is based on the chart
prepared September 5, 1969, to
that time. The chart on the front
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	J-. r LUATION
2' ,S C.	 ^ ^ -- '?v: &MANCE EVALUATION TASIX.S
a t e g, Z"- y 	 Uniformity of Z - an Grid	 4
Capability	 9
C	 o ry	 Detection CapabilityI 	-	 15
D. Gaza-0ory: Perfor r-.L.-,Ce SZabilitV 	 21
L	 y.\r 3 r iCJ
P:,per	 Survey is uivided
betw,	 r system which must deLect and encode the
a ra`'her genaral format and the data
p-ocess this g,^:neral information for the
.)u-: ose of 	.cov	 ag and mecsuri g proper motions. Sin,: a
st;:.	 ther	 s present a wide va.-iety of inherent problom,--
a and scratches in	 emulsio:: and pl y ter., random clustering In the
.," aphic "bloo:,;" and diffraction spikes on _- ages
_a.	 __gularly shaped images of galaxies, poorly formad
_s of st y
	the plate 1ini^, etc.--a general goal for the
.,::r `s to pro.
	 simple, highly accura.:e data which raquires a
scanner-dependent correction, This foal may be resolved into
the following.
GOr	 (wit:-i original design goals)
c	 er should _ crimonse a t : ni.fo_rrt scan arid on t e star
Tile n :.:^..cl pattern con.. fists
 of a to rrxa straight line
in the y direction (ex capt for the aberration of uniform
motion in the x direction) with a constanL­ x spacing of
.:roes between zorresponding y positions on successive scans.
l:.ually, the spot velocity should be constant over the useful
i-2 :;;th of the scat:.
?.	
_ scanner Should accurately encode the ins_antanec_is position
thy. spot. Th y
 '_east count ^.n this encoding should be one
_,ron in both x and y. The accuracy of the scales (including
a composite y scale cti::ich couples the start-of-scan table
po6izion with the spot position within the scan) 6hould also
ideally be one micron.
3,	 The scL,	 should ce--ect sufficient transits F r,)^nn a limiting
_tude star to
	 rrri*_ accurcze determination of its center and
?t ir.,a«e are- On the basis of published data for the 46"
Sc :: iut Teiescc
	 the ap> arent "visual" :.:..fie diame.:er from a
s r—r at the plate I ­-.it i:. 30 .iicrons. By implicatio_i, all larger
images iro:i stars below ;.n u_ per brightness limit of tenth magni-
tude are also to have their transits adequately detected and
encoded.
1
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1.
to
6three of .hose general and somewhat qualitative rcrform.Lnce
goa	 the	 recuirement that they crust be :net
	 sinuously
dur_.	 ..e sc:nni
	 ;1ioc^ss. Zurther, this stability criterion must
	
ut at each
	 speed. Thus, although the basic
is	 .)ns of ;:he scanner--that of detecting imago transits and r..easur-
ind their ;p ositions,	 cre extremely simple in concept, the cor..bination
C4 .inc resolution in both detection and measurement, of high speed
digital electronic:, and of enormous quantities of data pushes the
implcr..entation to t::,-: st=ate-of-the-art. The :,:eal of a coc.pletely
linear scanner with perfect time invariancc can, or course, oily be
approached. T::S, the actual implemen.:ation of the scanner must be
evaluated and cc Jared against the ideal. Further, the full imp-.'ca-
tions of the co:
.
.Iuxicy of the star plate material (particularly
det' i
-LIL :. effects o- grain background on the L. tection capability)
only be ar.alyze- --ter an instrument such as the scanner itsel-
is availabl,.: !
seri4ii of hardwa -e evaluation tas':cs dez;igr:ed to test the
e:•:	 :1d scanner rc..4tive "o the three nenera- goals is outlined
balow. once ^zch of these tasks is completed, three courses of
action appear to be open. First, th` performance of the scanner on
the particular task may be accepted as it stands. In any casa ti..here
the results are considerably different from the ideal, a detailed
analysis of the expected sensitivity of the proper :lotion surve-
results should be carric— throLgh to establish that the degradation
is not too savere. S;:cond, the performance of the scanner may b^_,
calibrated and ap; .-opriate corrections may be applied to the data i:1
the subsequent computer reduction. This option is possible for
sy_=ematic s?atial variations in either the uniformity of the scan
,,,rid or the measurement scaling and encodi:ig ;C_:3ystems; it is not
w ,)plica'L;ie to correction of faint imaga detection proble:zs nor to
random, temporal v__ rations. How._ver, even in t::ose cas4.s cohere it
w
4-5 technic;iily possib:..: to make software data corrections, the added
2
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P	 w
co :,%:. zer X11::C rc ui:ement's may -..Lke such cor rectionsrections e-conomic:l lly
unucco7tc;1)1c	 i_d3 the	 re it.^e1f may be modi-red to cor roct
or CU ,;::i r,^: e for perlOY::i :.Ce l-'m-Ltations.	 it _s ex-„-cted -C-.at Soma
of the: recently verified star plate i::c:uced problems (such as exc,:ssive
grin nois,_ on sore c^ _^^nal mutes) will require t:;is type of
solution. mote finally th-z th- hardware eve tu.:tiara t asks outlined
below will also form t;:e basis oJL the hardware ^cce;,tance t ests once
adequa: e ;lerfor:.:ar:ce on each t,:sk is established.
HI. r.l:-i5 HARDWARE EVALUATION
The hardware evaluation will include sped-4 tests in each
of t:-le followi-g areas :
tali for	 V of S ^ r Grid
Variation of x motion w ,-:h x stripe position.
Dependence of scLn x position on prism fuce number.”
Dependenm of apparent reticle bar spacing on prism face number.-^
Verification of interpolation correc;.ion for spot speed variation.
(2)	 u -e r^ r Capability
:::curacy of x and y enco.-'er-co,._:tens.
6	 al^oration of mean x motion between scans.
Dependancc of apparent reticle bar spacing on bar nuraber.**
Accuracy of y scan measur^..,erts on plate material with
calibrated spacings.
tablishment o; precise interpolation counter oscillator
frequencies.
i Detection Canabiliry
accuracy of detection of ca - ibrated opaque circular dots.
Variation of transit width detection with prism face number.-;
Variation of transit width detection with y scan position.
Detection capability _,)r :mown limiting magnitude stars.
Feasibility of hardware rejection of background grai..
detections.
(4) Performance St--;) ;lit
'tab-ility of reticle bar detections.*",
Stability o transit width detections,	 y
Pris:-1 eva1L	 .::z
.J
9,
1)
P
IF
6
_..	 ^_..	 u.	 _	 _	 _.	 ;n of earl:
of
e.. _ a mannL^	 t..^t
.:he lata gatherin _	 _mss :e sc^..... r are employed
whcrevcr urt-hL e oppor to gaLher data samples
of stati _ _11y	 si c, nif-ic, size should .._	 exploited.
C	 -orv: Unifor::^ity nr	 -cr r	 Gr
1:	 Analyze the variu'.:ion of x motion with x posit-Lo::	 in
file .,.:rioe.
ideal is a constcnt velocity x motion which
. ,)duces n_ isely equal x spacing bet^J,_ ,^n successive scan bates.
however, .,reliminary explorations of the x data indicate that there
_., an osci_la-lory component in the relation between the x motion of
the sc=Ic-r table and the occurrence of successive start-of-scin bates;
component appears to have a small amplitude but very complex
p...,:rn in time. Further, the scanner appears to undergo a gradual
change o- s peed with position along the stripe which can result in
the accumulation of large deviations from the position predicted by
uniform motion at L , e :Wean velocity. Fortunately, t:Ie data reduction
for general plate processing can be accomplished with techniques
which use the direct encoder- coLnter reading for long-range x meas^re-
ments and the mean :notion per scan coupled witn a direct count of the
number
	 scans --or measurements within the images. Thus, the long-
range measurements depend only on the encoder-counter and blasic
lead screw accuracies (a c3mbination which should approach one micron
Precision) and not on c_:mula*rive effects resultin from an assumption
of lo.~g- g erm uniform motion. Conversely, the assumption of uniform.
motion over even the largest image of interest (< 1 ::) should
result in a very sr,-,all cumulative error and use of this assumption for
4
1.
0_..s can avoid proLJ^e
	 ::troduced by the varyi::g
on _ il^ur "^y 	 ^nifor:a bu::
	 non-i::..c	 ra'L step	 beLw_, , :-.
e	 :.may obi -_^ czive	 in	 thi s 	 task,	 .:.:en,	 is	 to :.easure the
slat OVLr cz;ch oI:e milli Teter _nterval (a segment con-
scans) which resui.:s from the assumption of uniform
tie the can mcticn per scan for the entire stripe.
at - cr:. Collect x-or._y e.,. _ o:: ta pe from a number o-
_, te _	 .Ja scans Lt each operational scanner speeL. Yl or each
,f	 .ta, co.moute the mean x motion per scan. Then, starting
every hunciredth scan in the stripe, prEc._ct the elapsed distance
to each of the followin& two hund_ed scans ;assuming uniform x r.:ction
per scan and compare the prediction with . the corresponding encoded
position. Save the largest (:iscrepancy for each two -Lurdred scan
interval and present the diL._-ribution of the discrepancies in the
for,, of a :istogram.
Task 2: Determine dapendk^ace of scjn x position on prism
face nun..
jb
.,ective: The ideal is perfect superposition of the scan lines
the
	 prism faces. This ideal would be met if the plane
..:i7 face contains an element parallel ;:o the prism shaft rotation
no lateral displacements of the scan line for any face would then
be pDssi::le. The objective here is to measure the x s p read over the set
of scan lines for various fixed y positions along the scan and with
no :I: table moti—i present, If the spread among the scan lines is
vary smail, it may only be possible to establish an upper bound for
it. However, I..:y round undor one micron would imply scan superposi-
tion periormance consistent with the system encoding granularity.
\ote that the combination of 'Locally un-i-orm table motion (potentially
verified	 Tas:c 1) with good scar. superposition (potentially establis:-.-
ed here) implies good uniformity of tine scan grid soacing as it is
projected or, the star p lates duri ^ normal scanning. THE ASSUKKIG\
S
\'	 `
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0:	 _'G.^: SC ,:^' SPyG.I\G
	 .,"UTICAL TO nC ?^ :'-. I.IL I— Z - CIS\CY
DaTti :EDUCTION P:- 1;1S::.
A precis_o,^ angle 6 described by two sharply
.d marrow cpaque bars is to b ._ iabricateu by r..icrophoto reduc-
Messes. 	 one leg of this angle is aligned perpendicular to
e	 Dt scan cirect_on (i.e., perpendicular to y), then an x-displace-
ment o_ ^, bet:•Jeen two .:can lines will result in a y-displacement of
6 tan 6 between the detection c-` the ot!-Ler an le leg on the two
0
scans.	 z	 = 80	 t.-:is would amount to a magnification of tan a
5.57 for the x spread o- the scan li es. Angle detection data is
to e acqu___d and separated by prism race -.umber for a number of
e"c_ctions with'ezch p ace and for a fired mean y position of detection
along ti;e scan (.veraged over all faces) . The mecn position of
detect-:.on for each face is to be determined and the s p read in scar
line x ositions is then to be inferred or bo::ndcd from above. This
p_ocess is to be repeated for a nu:-..:er of differenz .Near. y positions
along t!.e scan to test the .' ,agree to which the scan lines are parallel.
Task 3: Determine the dependence of ap p arent reticle bar spacing
on prism face number.
Ob.act`ve: The ideal is constant elaps:d time between any two
suzcessive reticle bars independent of which of the eight pris.-.faces
(or four prism face pai,6) is generating the scan. however, some
controls in prism ma:,u_acturing had to be emphasized at the expense
of others. Thus, the angular figure of the prism:--face pairs parallel
to one another, e q ual interior angles in tha octagon, and scan faces
perpendicular to the octagonal ends--was tightly held. The separation
.,etween p-_allei face pairs could :hen not be controlled as well.
This means that the bear: path length a n d conse q uently the spot speed
and disolacu: it wi_L vary slightly from face to face on the prism.
w
Since the y measurement scheme is designed so that a new reference
pulse is acquired fro.:i the reticle every 64 microns, the system is
6
PP
r.ot critica' ly dep^ dct:t on constant s .- .t spe::d or eve: on an exactly
: cnti::al velocity profile 
_.o:a faC%: to face. It is required only
the curlula ive discrepancy ov::r any 6z- micron reticle spaciu—
sign- icant_y smaller than the o e micron eneodin l granularity.
ob`ective, then,is co :::ensure t^.e elapsed time between e ch
s,.cc^ssive pa - - of reticle bars and for each prism face. Again, a
rur:ber of measurements for eaCh bar-face is desire".
,-:mentation: T;,e data co evaluate the reticle b;:r spacing-prism
-ace _.zreiation is to be obtained usinc- the RETICLE TEST ootion inID
the scanner. In this ccnfiguration, tae prism i- rotated at the slow
seed while the interpolation counter is run at medium speed; in effect,
a finer encoding granularity is achieved. The 
_ " ,;ic in the system
.hen cycles th rough the following sequence: Scarting with the first
^^r-to-':.ar reticle step, the system gates the inter polation counter
on ,:s she spot crosses the leae Jar and free runs (with one or more
end-around conditions) until the next bar 4 -8 detected; at this point
_ae interpolation counter contents and the lead bar nuraber are trans-
ferred to memory. With this same bar-to-bar step, this procedure is
repeated a total of eight t-imcs cycling t`krough the eight prism faces
(G - 7) . T;.en, the lead bar nur-:ecr is incremented by one and tree
entire process is re peated for the second bar-to-bar step. In this
'.aer, the syst-
-:m is cycled through the entire set of 250 bar-to-bar
steps. It then resets to the first step and repeats. One complete
piss genorutes (8 prism faces x 250 bar-to-bar steps) = 2000 data
wor,_s or almost two data records (2046 data worts plus two status
woz_s). The status word at the beginning of each record carries the
prix. p ace number for the first following data word and this information
is used to make periodic checks that no faces are skipped. In general,
this data may be analyzed to provide a variety of information about
sys..em performance; additional evaluations based on this data are
outline:. ; _:der Tasris 7, 9, and 15 below. For the present cask, a
	 y
specially "'eveloped computer progra: is used to se p arate the data
7
P
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by b,:.r i:ur..ber an4 face num':er, to find the mean elapsed ti:-..o and
s;:a nd-rd deviation
	 with min'l mux, and max imum cxtremes for each
bar/::ace combinati:::., and to compare
	 mean elapsed times amon
Lire eight faces for a given bar numbs:. 'f:iese com p arisons should
L.;;ree to
	 in a fraction of a micron if the : ependence of the
reticle bar
	 ac:*ng on ; rism face number is to be regarded as
negl- bl^ .
Verify the perform;:ncc of the I:::rdware implementation
Of th.:	 )olation correction algorithm.
Objective: The ideal is a
	 interpolation of the 64 micron
bar-ro-bar step to yield an accurate spot position e_-,coding with a
least court of one micron. The basic interpolation is provided by
a very high speed counter fed by a constant frequency oscillator.
However, the spot displacement is inherently a non-linear function of
ok	
the prism rocaio:_ angle. Since the prism rotational speed is
essentially constant, the spot scan speed varies over the lengt:. of
t:-.e scan in a predictable but non-negligible manner. Thus, each. raw
int^rpoia.tion court near the e=nter of the scan co---responds to a
slightly sr,,.aller absolute increment -n spot position than that covered
one count near either end of the sca::. indeed, if the prism speed
...:d oscillator frequency are adjusted to give exactly 64 interpola-
tion count intervals between two successive reticle bar detections
in the middle of t'::e scan, t1le interpolation counter will reach only
count of 57 between bar detections at the edge of the reticle.
.__sed on the known functional dependenceof the spot displacement, on
various hardware parameters such as the index of refraction and mean
face-to-race spacing of the prism, and on the assumption that the
oscillator frequency is selected to yielL exactly 64 intervals between
Dar detections at scan center, a simple interpolation correction
al.or it i- has been developed and:^1c .^e:^ted in the scanner hardware.
'	 w
This algorithm, which generates an additive correction from the
8
amber a ►:,	 Xpola;,ion cou p : , is described in ConLrol
C	 ^op	 ical Mcmorandu :r.
 _'N; 9564-14. For cv__y bar
:u^bur/ ....terpolation count co:: ina.:ion, t..e algorithm should correct
nterpolation count to within the	 provided that
"^	 "	 "functional form anc Frequency assumptions arc 	 Dvalua-::^^.
prior to hardware: impelementa.:io n of the correCt_on support
..se assumptions; final tests and modifications are ;:,.scribed under
7 and 9 below. The objective of the present task is simply
verify the performance of :he hardware implementation of the
algorithm (see CDC TM 5564-14).
Ir.._ ie ^e:Zta; ion: a test configuration has been prepared in which
standard transit data may be accuired a:.. then sent to tape as a
double-length (2048 word) record with two successive words on tape
Tor each on-inal transit dLta word. The first word in each pair
by-passes t:-.e algorithm unit while Lae second word receives the correc-
-ion to both transit ingress and egress interpolation counts; thus,
bosh raw and corrected forms are available for direct interco-,.parison.
'transit d-:ta from a series of long oblique scratches (which, fortu-
itously for nis purpose, are available on some of the practice star
rtes) will yiold a statistically significant sample of the possible
number/interpolation count combinations. Comparison of the data
^r_th the algorithm will be carried out with a special computer program;
agreement :-.ere should be ex_ct.
B.	 C7g, o	 Measuroment Capnb I Lv:, ^ ^^_ .,,, r y :	 i
Task 5: Verify accuracy of the :: and Y encoder-counters.
Objective: The id,,:l is a cumulative count in each of the 19 bit
position registers which gives the location of the plate
transport to the nearest micron in X. and Y relative to an :arbitrary
but repeatable zaro. The shaft encoders on the lead s:_ ews are
Y
direction a_ but incremental. Thus, the net cumulative translations
9
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of the t:: 1-le must be carried in the C?: 4.,d CY counter r egisters
_iven by these encodes. Since ellplace
	 n s will ulti-
be ..ransformed to cam_ stial coo_din:,,. s bases on the known
c..	 .al poseions and r.:,:^asured relative plate positions of reference
star in the plates, a coordinate system with a precisely chosen
ahs	 .;:e zero point	 not recuirod, :iowever , t,e contents of the
and CY counters arc: not co.-.veniently signed so a zero just outside
' 1ho_-z" (back left) COr::u'i of the piatei is needed. For relaLL.Ve
table displacements,	 lead screws are guaranteed to cumulative
_Tors of less than one micron (for uni-directional operation) for
klaowi engular rotations of the shafts; the table r.:otion versus rotation
scale is 3000 microns per revc_LLt 2_on. Tc'au^, th y: objective here is
to verify tic _ Ci .4 encoder-counters are accurately sensing and
ac:umulatin- pulse counts on this scale (3000 microns/revolution).
Impl`::.entation: Each lead screw has a compo^ id scale with
vernier w':;ich provides direct visual read-out to one micron. Since
these scales are independent from the encoder system (except for
connection to a common lead screw shaft), they provide a very simple
refere :ce 4 ; ainst which to c;:ec:c the electronic counters. A series
of table positions with successive spacings of approximately 2.975 mm
per step in each of X and Y are to be selected. This spacing will
result i.; approximately 120 steps across the plate region and will
test roughly every three degrees of the intra-revolution scales.
At ?ach ?osition, the contents of the CX and CY counters and the
visual read.n son the compound scales are to ba recorded and then
compared for internal consistency.
Task 6: Calibrate the mean x motion step per scan.
0 1:, jective: The ideal is an x step size of 5 microns per scan.
As pointed out under Tas:; 1, however, the ci:' -:._-.1ity of the step
size is the critical factor; the absolute value of the step need
P
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only be close .:o rons	 p rovldeL' pr: cisul.
Rote further th; ., value of the x ste p per scar is used
only internal to :eduction of image centroids and areas;	 _.: is
not required for over distances greater then about on`
ter or 200 scans. Hence the mean scan x step, Q, rust be detez-
d to wiLhin -4i.0O5 micron or a_-out 0.1% of
	
to insur_^ that the
c '	_iva error is less than one micron in 200 scars. The obje::tive
in	 task,
	
is to determine L to the above repeatability
each op,:rational scan speed.
_.lion: The value of G will emerge automatically
as	 ;Lta :eduction for Task 1. IndepLndent analyses of
Lhe data from a number of complete stripe scars at each speed (pre-
ferably gathered once or twice per day over a tirre period spanning
several days) wii '. be used to assess repeatability.
Task 7: Determine dependence of apparent reticle bar spacing
on bar number.
Objective: The ideal is a con.^tant spacing of 64 microns
between successive reticle bar detectio.-.s and a spot speed variation
which precisely matches the theore-ically predicted non-linearity.
The 54 micron reticle: is at the very heart of the high speed, high
acc;.:::cy measuring subsyste ::; it is the basic reference grid in the
scar. pattern. Thus, it is critical that the first part of the ideal
be closely approx imated. A complex interaction in the system arises
at this point. The ideal of a 64 micron detection spacing can be
seriously violate_ (a) if the -reticle itself has uneven spacing,
(b) if	 h^.s a spacing w;.ich is systematically too large or small,
(c) if the change in spot size along the scan induces a systematic
differential detection shift, (d) if small imperfec^ions along the
...aterial portion of the optical path c„ :•.bine to introduce random
but stationary reticle pulse distortions, and/or (e) if the analog
ti
0C _.	 ,11	 = ; t i c I e charnel reacts too
-rongly
	 too s .Mall	 S.	 1	 time co. st^.nt) in rosp,:^rse
to small optical perturbations. 'Ex ter.._ve efforts have been expended
th `
 optical :::; lam. ntatio:. and elec:_ronic cosign areas to make
:e systex, relatively insensitive to the inev_table small fabrication
ections. Such corrections cannot, of course, compensate for
C: _	 in	 reticle i.-self. The second part of the ideal objective
must also be closely approxim;:ted since it is one of the basic assump-
tions _	 ,:'_ch the into-)olatio:, correction algorithm rests (see
Task 4). As noted Lrlier, ::e basic ln.ter-)oiation utilizes constant
me incre ..ents; the _nterpolation corrcctior. then effectively
compresses the time scale near the ends of the scan to give a uniform
spot clsplace~•ent scale. 'a key objectives i n thi-_ tas:c "hereforo
reduce to the: complex of c,::;:,^:rmining the mean elapsed time between
successive reticle b^.rs as a function of the lead bar number and thee:
converting these elapsea times to bar spacings t,ircugh the equation
of :notion for the spot, the known refr::ctive index and face-to-face
prism s^,acing, the pris, rotation sr_:ed, and the oscillator frequency.
After such reductions, the apparent bL -to-bar spacing should be
witIin _ 1 micron of 64 microns independent of bar number. Possible
cumulative errors in the reticle will be considered in the next task.
cementation: Tai: data requirea for ..::is evaluation is
:d with the P.ETICLE TEST option (see Task 3) and the reductions
descr_bed under the Objectives are carried out automatically in the
existing sp,:cial reticle evaluation computer program:. Note that it
is not necessary thin the reticle be physically centered along the
scan le-1-th; the program determines -he bar number which corresponds
zo the p.ysical scan center and adjusts all results accordingly.
Note also that this center bar number is a switch-selectable control
in the interpolation correction hardware; exact repositioning of the
reticle is therefore not required s:-could it be accidently displaces.
12
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T,,s1. c: Duterminc thu long-rantie ::ccurccy of the y c.ua-sure:r,`nt
scale inter: ;:l to the laser scC.n line.
is a
	 reticle bar count/ in terpola-
	
^r	 .:-0-'	 which Gives the y separation
	
d,.:t	 -acy to within one micron. Task 7
concurr..	 3n1y witn	 .surements from one r,^_icle bar to
its
	
	 ^di::te successor. If thc: mean bar spacing has . ven a small
:.evi;:tlo:^ rom ^.O4 microns, a fairly lard . -umnulative error can build
if a separation c-.easuremen.t spans several tens of reticle bars.
T;us, the objective in this task is to assess the absolute intra-
scan mo asurer:ent accuracv of the s ystem. Note that a deviation of
0.004 micron in tike -Lan bar-to-bar spacing will propagate to a one
:non cumulative error over ^^^ lengt^z of the useful scan line.
If :.acess.:ry, :.oWever, the mean b---r spacing can bt: calibrated and
treater: in a :tanner anaiogou:: to th-t used for the non-integral scan
^C , L. This wou d meLn -hat intr::-scan y measurements would have
a unit sightly difi7erent from one micron. All rec:"ctions could be
c4^ried out with this odd unit and conversion to a micron scale could
be required only after the stellar image c--r.troids had been found.
T:I,^ data would be vastly compressed at that point and conversion
woul,_ occupy comparatively little computer tire.
Imnle::ient^tion: The Y lead screw encoder-counter will be used
as the basic distance reference in this evaluation.
	
series or
32 parallel opaque b;:rs, each approximat.:ly 100 microns wide and
spacud.)proximately onu millimeter between centers is to be prepared
by photoreduction techniques. This test plate is to be accurately
alined with the bar sides perpendicular to the scan line. This can
be checked most easily by establishing that the apparent y position
of one of the bars is invariant as the table is moved in x along the
bar length. Note th ac r-ountirg the test plate at the center of rota-
ti
tion of the upper plate holder will facilitate control in the
13
process.	 reading of
	
Y counter will t`.:e:1 be
rc.,	 or, tape followed by a few records of the y transits for all
bars crosses by the scan amine. ;':e table will then b2 moved to a
new CY position and the recording process repeatad. The entire
;)rocess :s cycled until one or r..ore of t e a test bars has traversed
e:he entire leng—.h of the scan line. This auta will :.lien be statis-
cally analyzed. For each b,:_ which is detected at two different
CY positions, the difference 1: CY readings should oe matched by the
carrespording dif erence in t::e reticle/i:.terpolation enc;;ding of
::he test ::;:r detections.
9: Establish the precise frequency required for the
intc_,.,lation counter oscillator.
Objective: The iduu'_ is an oscillator frequency such thatthe
int^_:rpol:tion counter just acquires 54 counts over the interval between
o successive reticle: bar detections in the physical center of t:ie
scan. Close adher(.nce to this ideal is required to meet the seconc.
assumption on which the in-.:ert,olatLon correction algorithm is based.
The objective for this task, then, s Simply to determine the required
frecuency as accurately as possible. The resulting value will then
be used as the bas--- s for procLrement of the final system oscillator;
a speci-s lly ;round cryst--1 is needed to insure accuracy and stability.
I..:lerer.^4tion: Once again, the data from the RETICLE TEST
scanner option is appropriate for this task. The mean elapsed
time betw,:en successive reticle bar detections is further averaged
over a number of bar spacings about the physical center of the scan.
This additional average is taken to smooth over the small systematic
errors resent in any one bar-to-bar spacing. The known frequency
of the existing oscillator is then simply scaled by the ratio f
the desired cou nt ( 2b counts/bar) to the observed double speed L
count. The result is the required frequency. As with the mean scan
14
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0,:alibration, this deter— inatio . sj-.ould be determined independently
:a .iumber of times over a period spanning several days.
C.
	 Category: Dotecti ,:i Cap ahili-.v
Task 10: Determine the scanner detection characteristics
for calibrated opaque circular dots.
Objective: The ideal is to detect a series of calibrated circular
dots ranking down to sz:.:.::)ius of::ia^::o^er
 similar to the
"diame^crs" expected for images of limiting magnitude stars. Further,
the transit: detections will id`ally describe an isophote of the image
whose dial,--Lr is equal to that of the original sharp-edged dot.
This task is essentially structured to evaluate the system detection
cLpauility on "ideal" plate material--sharp round o paque images,
clear background. Two immediate problems in approaching the ideal
arise. The first concerns the scanner itself. The spot size is
finite so t:.e im;:ge transit video will he pulses with sloping sides;
the transit wida:z w ll shot.- some de, andence on threshold setting.
..is, of course, represents a suitable tool for the inve-, tigation or
fective spot size and sha,:e as it interacts with small circular
do::. The second problem arises in the preparation oZ the dots.
Good conLrol of the edge definition and it..zige diameter can be achieved
only at the expense of some J.-lage transparency. For tha present
: p lication, opaque images gill be sought and image diameters will
measured microscopically after the fact. Nominal image diameters
will be selected as 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100 microns.
The objective in this task, then is to scan this set of images at
	 Ale
various threshold levels and to characterize tae isophote "diameters"
as	 fu::ction of threshold percuntage and measured visual diameter.
Further an effective spot size is co be inferred from tiz,.^se results
and any detection asymmetries are to be investigated in more detail
as possible spoc- asymmetries.	
ti
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0-mentation: The t,:st :,.Late  is to be fabricated with sever.
horizontal rows and nine vertical columns (with ap?roximately two
millimeter spacings between centers). All images in each vertical
column wlll have the se.-.e
	 diameter and successive cola;:ns
will have 20, 25,
respectively. The
ranging fro., 57o up
detected, rt each
30, 35, 40,
test. DlO e
to -50% or
threshold,
70, 'C, 80_
Col l L be SC,:.:
until t h o 20
a nu7iber o
and 100 micron images,
:ned at threshold settings
micron spots are solidly
p-sses ^.re to be made across
the test pz:ttern so that various phases of the scan relative to the
x table notion are represented. The isophote diameter analysis will
bo carried out separately :.or each image. Initial tc-zs for signi-
ficant eecection asymc.etries will be made by visual inspection of
standard scanner CALCOMP plots.
Task 11: Determine the variation of zr^^nsit width detection
wit:, prism face number.
Cbjective: The ideal is identical transit width detections
rc:: all eight prism faces if there is no x table motion. To approach
this ideal, however, the scan superposition (see Task 2) must be very
good. In addition, the slightly different prism face spacings
among the four pairs of parallel prise:, faces
	 to different glass
pa-:-.s, to different Focus conditions, to different spot sizes at the
image, and finally to possibly different detection characteristics
among the prism faces. Fortunately, the optical system has a large
f/number and should possess excellent depth-of-field. However, t:ie
objective of this task is to assess possibl y: dependerm of the detec-
tion capability on prism face number.
lr.:piA: r—m n t a t ion.: Data is to be gathered from the o p aque-dot test
p1z:ze with x table mot-Lon suppressed and with a vertical column. of
4^ s carefully aligned along the scan. Data acquisition should be
L
carried out for each do: colurxi which can be successfully centered
on the scar: (this is likely to be extremely difficult for the
^o
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small spots). Finally a brief s-)ccial co=i;ter program is to be
prepared to sort the detections by image and prism face number and
compare the detected widths among the various face numbers for
each image.
12. Determine the vZ__at_on o.` transit width detection
with im ge position along the scar..
Objective: The ideal is uniform transit width detections for
all positions of a given image along the scan. However, the spot
size inherently increases near the ends of the scan and detection
ccpability will be a function of i:::age position, particularly for
the small images. The objective for this task, then, is to assess
in	
the magnitude of this dependence a3 a function of scan position,
image size, and threshold setting.
antation: The data acquired from the opaque-dot test
plate _._c!r TLsk 10 is equally suitable for the present task. The
effect which is sought is a variation in apparent image diameter
at fixed threshold among the isophote detections of images wi_-ii the
same di-meter out different positions in the scan; that is, variatiL.-.s
among the im,:;ses in the same vertical column. These results will
con-a out automatically in the reduction of the data in Task 10.
indeed, t1-.c pattern of a number of images of the same diameter
arranged in vertical columns was selecced to facilitate this task.
Tasl; 13: Detarmine the conditions necessary to obtain reliable
transit pattern representations for actual images of stars with
known magnitudes near the plate limit.
Objective: The ideal is to be complete Gnd accurate in image
C	 cticn down _o twentieth magnitude, However, the plate material 	
L
itself v_ries as to limiting detected magnitude as exposure and
6
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0prod Ong conditions change. Further, even if visually observable
images of the twentieth magnitude stars are formed, they are often
little more than amorphous blo"s w'-eze the mean grain donsity is
slightly higher than that in the surroundin- background. If the
observer knows that an image from a star of known limiting magnitude
is supposed to be present, he car. often discern it. The eye has
remarkable sensitivity to small integrated differ,:tials. But even
visually, most "images" corresponding to stars of similar but un"cnown
magnitude at the plate t'mit a go. 1L,01y to be overlooked. For both
accuracy and consistency, a reasonable criterion seems to be that
the scanner detect all images which are large enough to be well formed--
reasonably opaque and circular. The objective here, then, is that
the scan.:er detection performance be evaluated on a set of images
from known standard photoelectric magnitude sequences. The reference
sta;:s should cover the ran e e from the nominal plate limit up to 1.5
magnitudes brighter than this limit. Apparent image diameters should
be o1)tained as a function of magnitude and threshold. The quality
of she "isoplhote" detected for each star. should be examined with the
standard CaLCOMP plot. Finally, an estimate for the cutoff apparent
image size below which the image shapes are poorly sensed (or the
.L.	 themselves are poorly formed) should be tabulated as a function
or threshold setting.
Implementation: Images from th` photoelectric sequences in
regions SA 57, ol, and 68 should be identified on both the duplicate
Sky Survey plz:tes and on Luyten's newer originals. These regions
should be repeatedly scanned at a number of th resholds up to a level
at w'nich the smallesr. well-formed image (as judged visually) is
*dly detected. Reduction of t o data to mec- tha specific objec-
tives outlined may then be carried out using the existing standard
star plate p-otting routine and those portions of the plate processing
software w;.ich are operational.
18
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Assess the feasibility of hardware rejection of
)ack^rc._	 gain c:ctections.
Object-ve:1ne ideal is tn,: solid detection of images from
ma-nitude stars with no detections of smaller random clusters
background brain. The resolution of the present scann_r appears
to be sufficient so that the heavy background grain on some original
plates prod---ces a 70 -60% finely-spiked modulation of the laser spot
with occasional non-image -pikes almost to the level of complete
opacity. The video pulses from the fainter stars are buried in this
grail:-induced raise and t::reshoid settings which achieve reliable
faint star detections also load the data channels, the magnetic
tape, and the data reduction processes with a huge quantity of
spurious and troubleso:.,.^ information. One possible method of reduc-
ing this noise is to defocus the system; the narrow grain-induced
signais shoo-d be attenuated more rapidly than the wider pulses from
weak sears. However, the condition of good focus is a reasonably well
Lk_ l.L	 Ci state of the system; the degree of defocusing is much more
difficult to assess. T'Lie grain detections have the characteristic
that they are very narrow (well under ten microns in c::ost cases)
so an alternative approach is possible. A rather simple electronic
discriminator may be placed between the output of the analog detec-
tion system anc digital transit encoding system which it feeds; this
discriminator would inhibit the acceptance of all transits which are
narrower than some preset width. Further, the hardware grain rejec-
tion syste::i can be implem: nted in such a manner that transits which
are accepted are in no way distorted. Az this point, two competing
trends arise. A larger value for the preset rejection width will
aiscard a greater proportion of the grain detections. But the rejec-
tion circuitry cannot distinguish betwec.: an isola.:ed grain detection
and the short detections at the side edges of a stellar image. Thus,
some data for the images wi ll also be discarded and increasing the
rejection, width -:.creases the proportion of legitimate transit data
19
_ ,I is	 _ ,;.	 :ate ly,	 yes very
idly with	 x ..: -action penetr	 ons	 a circular stellar
•
image. Hence only the extreme edge transits will be lost for a
moderate rejection width. Since transits from a grazing scan passage
are more subject to detection error than those closer to the image
center, deletion of the edge t-.ansizs may actually improve 	 e accuracy
of centroid deLC.:.mination. The accuracy of the image area estimate
w' 11, of co ,--so, degrade. From this discussion it is seen that a
two-fold objective is appropriate to the present task. First, a worst
case analysis of the errors in image po-
	
__tion cetermination ...:ro-
duced by dcletin ,, edge transits from the image detect -3n must be
carried through. This analysis should take into account the image
the rejection width, and the relative phase between tie
image center and the scan -rid. Second, the reduction in data flow
for a given rejection width should be simulated empirically for
various combinations of actual plate material and threshold setting.
Note that prelir:inary studies on the first objective indicate that
no more than one transit would be lost from each edge of a 30 micron
image even if the rejection width were set as high as 22.4 microns.
Relative to the second objective, initial evaluation of the density
of transits as a function of transit width on a moderately dark
original plate indicates that over 50% of the widths are less than
ten microns independent of threshold! A hardware grain rejection system
tentatively looks both feasible and highly desirable.
Implementation: The principal analysis of the empirical data
consists of determining the distribution of detected transit widths
for a number of large representative sa.:,ples of scan data taken at
various threshold settings. Thus, the data taken under Task 13
is appropriate for such analysis. It has thefurther advantage of
providing a potential measure of grain noise detections versus faint
star detection capability. In addition to the grain detection
characterization for :fates containing known faint magnitude referenc s,
?0
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grain analysis should
	 carried out for a few s,;I pios of very
..oily fogged originals. The net output of this task should bo a
rcco:::mended .-eject-on width to achieve a high discard rate for short
spurious detections with only a s,-:.all distortion in the position
d--termination of icgitimate images.
D.	 Cate'o
	 Perform ance S--abi-lity
Task - 5: Assess the statistical variation of reticle bar
detections.
Gbjcctive: The ideal is an exactly repeatable a pparent spacing
botween each ;p air of adjacent reticle bars. However, due to small
time varying fluctuations in the prism rotation speed, in the laser
light outpu t
_, in the reticle video, and in the detection and encoding
electronics there will be some spread in the measurements of the
reticle bar spacing. Thus, the ob ec-tive of :his task is simply to
assess this spread over a statistically significant sample of reticle
data.
Implementati3n: Again, the data acquired and processed in the
:ETICLE TEST option (Task 3) is appropriate here. The special reticle
evaluation computer program automatically determines the mean, the
standard deviation, the maximum apparent spacing, and the minimum
apparent spacing and prints these out for each bar-to-bar spacing
in the reticle.
TLs'I: 16: Assess the statistical variation of image transit
width detections.
Objective: The ideal is an exactly repeatable apparent transit
width for image detections on successive scans with no x table motion.
.s in Tas'.: 15, a spread in the actual width detections is inevitable
w
and the objective is again to assess Lis spread over a statistically
21
•significant data sa:;pl,:.
Ir.ilementation: The dcta acq^ircd under 
-ask 11 is also
aropriat^ to
	 task pr. )vided that a sufficiently large
sample is collected. The output of the _eduction should again take
the form. of a mean, standard deviation, maximum width and minimun
width for th,:: sample of data from each particular inLge.
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^a the grid u:;_lormity and me,2surcmen:	 _.!gories, a c",oice
.1 hardw4:-e modification or software .. 	 Lion pole: tially
The decision is dictated by the results of comparisons
risk and delay i:: hardware changes against the economics
o. recurring data reduction costs Afor software corrections. In
gon,aral, the impact of these costs fall into three levels. At
one end, correction.:: which require 'bit manipulation in every
C.	 word have a very "high" cost because of the enormous quan-
o- rIw data :nd the somewhat awkward mzn.ner in which indi-
v.	 or bit groups must be accessed in a word or byte
c	 compucer. :t the other end, correctio_ which can be
Lifter
	 centroic:s	 d areas have been found have a
-irly "low" cost because most of the spurious data has beer,
e^:.:,inatec: and the remaining good data has been compressed b_-
order-c:-magnitude or more. Bocween these extremes, the comic
of corrections is moderate buc probably
	 careful
optimization or the correction routines _s requiied. This middle
level is typically characterized by corrections which are applied
sfter spurious transits have been deleted and e<ch remaining
good d.:ta cord enters as a whole.
The width cor_ectior arc: spot speed interpolation correc-
tion requirements would fall in the "high" cost level if they
PO
0e require,:.er.ts
tiOn
sc4	 ^gital
„-c.	 cost
	
1 prob _ _...:s
Burin tit::	 Ice_	 ation.
t	 sc4:,re^ s	 C	 act.	 an:: will
e factor
slowly c	 lative moderate-range s. 	 errors. Finally,
ly "s- , cent" cost level correction arose in the
f0rn;ity
	 ogory. The ris:.s and difficulty of a
moc: --- c: tion :-,ere suggest that a carefully
J	 _ correctio is app ► opriz;..e.
The following notes refer to ,peci::ic entries ir, the
tc,ie.
C.	 This "pri :n wobble" probli_:n (an effective tilt of o:ziy
17 arc seconds!) induces significant x position
	 image area
errors if the ^_._;, simpl y
 reconstruction algorithms are used.
v4ric_-y of more comple,; and accurate but time-consuming
algorithms must b^ investigated.
sii-ht s:;L:w c--
 ^ ,e scan arises from file bear., splitterJ
:.o:-.. .P ossible hardware modifications involve adjust-
of the splitter orientation to insure orthogona icy for
o::_ plate; to eliminate infra-splitter skew between the two
.ates, fabrication o-"' a new cluster would La needed. Ater
_, ,uremen;: of the residual skew on t e "fixed'- plate, ort:;ogonal-
iLy of the coordinate syste:-, can be establishad in the software;
inter-plate skew will be removed _utomatically by the general
alignment tr:,.;sfcrmation.
I
6derct,:-range 	 ...ive errors are expected in
t::c le.	 ., rc.l -- Qces but direct evaluation will be carried
o::t.
^c notion step per sc-n appears to be stable at a r.:: an
5. .33 r:icrons.
e local x. positicn relarence points should be selected
nc,	 center of a string of consecutive apparent x steps
of	 .12ro:Ls (integral due to the encoder granulatiry). a
net	 x step of 6 .:icrors, possibly followed by a few
•4	 "Sc illations, wil lL. occur .^^.proximately oncs every 61
cans.
reticle and reticle mount can potentially recuce the
sm " _' . o,.:alies introduced by emulsion imperfec*_ions in the
xist-'ns reticle.
Data analysis to date
rely 64.1 microns
,;reci
	
valua is r.,ssked by
range cumulative eerrors i
yields an apparent
for the bar-to-bar
and must be sorted
n the reticle bar d
reticle: scalte of
spacing. The
out from modor e-
;_'Lections.	 (sCe
A new CUMULATIVE P, ETICLE TEST data accuisition secuence is
to be implemented in the hardware as a rodification of the
existing I:^CRE:!EN`TA:, (Dar-to-Dar) RETICLE TEST. The data from
this test should yield a dir.:ct evalu.:tion of the pattern of
Moderate-ran 	 cumulative reticie bar detection errors. It is
-:i_icipated that this error pattern may be sensitive to reticle
foc,:s conditions and provision is planned for automatic recali-
bra,ion within the software.
4
'	 I
01" RM	 sue-	 , _^.,,^	 _
S
ai'.ENTAL R:.iC"LE TEST is to ',-)ererun on a nu,—,eer
of ^:	 days and at different reticle focus settings to
5t-	 .:orrectnes'. o f th e frecuency SpCCifiCation fair
Variations in the	 -.:ta taken previously under
Losk cppcar to be due a'_most entirely to "prism wobble."
_s vcrifieG, the prOilem is not one: of detection but of
uniformi--y.	 (See Note c.
i Note p, the predor.-A pant c fect here wppe-rs to be
rL: _o "prism :nobble" .::.d should be eliminated t.-.rough the
revised algorithms mentioned under Note c.
.:i5 represents a fundamental parametric study which hus
---ons for both the so- coaplexity (spurious image
rL -t-Lon) and the o perational procedures for production plate
scl...	 g. The results anticipated here should provide a detailed
Jasiz, nor sal^:ction of the limiting detectable image size which
can reasonably be achieved in this survey.
represents the major remir.i^.g so^aare doveiopment
--the image classification routines.
y.
	 is already known that special tape handling is required
for the "Sequential Scan Mode." No other c:odificat;_ons are
-.oected 4s a result of this evaluation.
5
__.__
0v 	 Man of L'i: e 1"ema	 ^^	 r ^ de vel opme nt y	 ^ntr.s sot: ^a 4 
e alludod to in the preceding scanner performance summary
L	 d the related notes. she un cc:-.?'_eteJ portions of the
f	 .o twa e e
ff
ort (z:s they are cu.rLnzly u nLiorstood inclu;:_
from the system hardware evaluatie:) are briefly
C	 below:
.odifiCL lmuge Reconstruction Algorithms ^c cbove)
canner-specific scale correctio:.s (f,
	 1, m above)
C,	 Classification Algorithms (w, x above)
D. c handing and tape termi=nation routines (y above)
E. .^^^erenc^ 6-*-Lr identification and p^:occ_;sin, (With Faint
Slue Star Study)
Overlap processing for successive (16 mm) `
 regions;
removal of redundant entries.
G.	 P1cte- coo-_dinate -based
 result output routine.
Integrat	 Detuggind, Optimization, and Integrity
Chock o.'
 music Software Package.
I. Test Plate Runs (replication of hand-blinked results,
operation o.: denser plate material).
J. Integration 1.
 ith university of ::innesota 6600 system
soft,,7:are.
So-Ltware Documentation.
L.	 Separate Program for Conversion fror:i Plate Co,rdinates
to Celestial Positions and Stellar Magnitude Estimacus
(with Faint Blue Star Study)
fete system acceptance tests `ardware plus basic soft-
correspond to successful conclusion of Step I.
•
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